We revisited three traditional methods and proposed a slope-based method, which all require only mean daily flow (MDF) records as inputs, to estimate instantaneous peak flows (IPFs). We applied these methods to 144 basins in Iowa, USA, with drainage areas in the range 7-220,000 km 2 . This application involves ∼3,800 peak flow events triggered by snow-melting and rainfall over the period from 1997 to 2014. The results show that: using a sequence of MDF rather than just the maximum MDF improves the accuracy of estimating IPFs from MDFs; Sangal's method tends to overestimate, Fill and Steiner's method works reasonably well and is marginally outperformed by the slope-based method. For the slope-based method, about 75% of the basins have prediction error of IPFs within ±10% and about 85% of the basins within ±20%; performances of the four methods degrade as the basin size decreases. Fill and Steiner's and the slope-based methods work well for basins larger than 500 km 2 , poorly for basins smaller than 100 km 2 , and fairly well for basins with sizes in between. Our proposed method is a simple and promising tool to estimate IPFs from MDFs for areas where IPF records are unavailable or are insufficient.
INTRODUCTION
To avoid underestimation, the use of instantaneous peak flow (IPF) rather than mean daily flow (MDF) is recommended for flood risk management and hydraulic structure design. However, discharge records published are often mean daily values. For data sparse regions, using simple yet effective methods to estimate IPF from MDF deserve more effort. In this paper, we revisit two traditional methods using only sequence of MDF to estimate IPF and propose a new method which is based on the hydrograph shapes of MDF. Additionally, the classical Fuller's method () is used as a reference for accuracy comparison.
For clarity, we summarize the terminology used in related studies. MDF is the average of the river discharge observations for a calendar day, while IPF is the river discharge at the crest of the hydrograph of sub-daily flow.
Daily peak flow, used interchangeably with maximum MDF, is the maximum of the MDF recorded over the period (e.g., a few days). The maximum MDF is usually smaller than the associated IPF.
Three groups of methods have been developed in the literature to estimate IPFs from their associated MDFs. The first group regresses the ratio of IPF to the associated maximum MDF (hereafter briefed as peak ratio) against drainage basin characteristics that include but are not limited to drainage area, slope, and length of the longest stream within each basin (e.g., Fuller ; Ellis & Gray ; Canuti & Moisello ). Some works also accounted for the longterm rainfall properties (e.g., Taguas et al. ) . This group of methods generally seeks for the average relationship between the peak ratio and the long-term physiographic and climatic variables, and therefore neglect snow-related (e.g., rain-on snow, snow melting) events are found to produce different IPF-MDF relationships (Tan Chiew With the expense of requiring more data and/or more effort to build models, these methods have the potential to account for the between-event variability of the IPF-MDF relationship originated from short-term controls, such as precipitation and antecedent basin wetness.
The third group of methods specifies IPFs as functions of their associated MDF sequences. These methods assume that, for a storm event, its IPF likely depends on not only the concurrent maximum MDF but also the shape (e.g., the rising and falling speed of the daily discharge hydrograph) of the MDF hydrograph. Langbein () developed the first method of this group, which was later tested for Canadian prairie watersheds by Ellis & Gray () . This method is graphics-based and first builds accordance between the shapes of MDF hydrographs and IPFs, i.e., a reference library of the MDF hydrograph shapes and their associated IPFs. Following this, a curve-matching method is used to estimate IPFs from MDFs for the period over which only MDFs are available. Sangal () about 70% of these stations have drainage areas less than 1,000 km 2 and about 50% of the floods occur during the period of snowmelt. Fill and Steiner applied their method to 117 flood events at 14 stations with drainage area ranging from 84 to 687 km 2 . Before recommendation for wider use, the performances of these two methods merit evaluation for basins larger than 1,000 km 2 and for rain-induced floods at more regions. Furthermore, the success of the third group of methods probably originates from their accounting for the shape of hydrographs, i.e., they use the information in the vicinity of the maximum MDF rather than just the maximum MDF. The existing methods that use only MDF records adopt partial means of accounting for hydrograph shapes. For example, some used the ratio of daily peak flow to preceding daily flow and the ratio of daily peak flow to succeeding daily flow (e.g., Langbein ; Ellis & Gray ), while others used the weighted average of MDFs (Sangal ; Fill & Steiner ) . While the rising and falling slopes, i.e., time derivatives of the discharge Q(t), could be an intuitive and effective alternative to describe the shapes of MDF hydrographs.
The objectives of the present study are twofold. One is to revisit Fuller's, Sangal's and Fill and Steiner's methods, i.e., test their usefulness for wider spatial scales at more basins.
The other is to propose an empirical approach, which we call the slope-based method, to estimate IPFs from MDFs.
This new method explicitly adopts the rising and falling slopes to describe the shape of a MDF hydrograph. Similar to the two methods to be evaluated, our method is simple and requires only MDF records as its input. Including Fuller's method () as a reference, all these four methods are applied to ∼3,800 flood events observed at 144 basins that drain areas ranging from 7 to 221,700 km 2 .
The structure of this paper is as follows. First, we introduce Sangal's, Fill and Steiner's, and Fuller's methods and the development of the slope-based method to estimate IPFs from MDFs. We then characterized the study region from the hydrologic point of view and described the runoff data used for this study. The results section presents the application of the four methods at 144 basins in Iowa, USA. We close in the last two sections with a discussion of and conclusion about the usefulness of these methods.
METHODS
All four methods involved in this study consist of two steps.
In the first step, peak flow events are selected from the MDF records, and then the methods are used to estimate the associated IPFs. These algorithms take as their inputs the MDF values preceding and succeeding the day that the maximum MDF occurs and/or the maximum MDF value.
Selection of storm events
We used sub-hourly (one observation every 15 or 30 minutes) discharge data as the primary source of IPFs, which allowed us to assess the performances of the four methods listed in the following sections. We aggregated the continuous sub-hourly series at the 144 basins to daily time series, i.e., the MDF, which were the inputs for the four methods.
Based on the notional peak-over-threshold concept, we identified a total of about 3,800 isolated peak flow events from the MDF records and the 3,800 associated IPFs from the sub-hourly data, i.e. on average, about three events per basin per year. Since our purpose is to study flood flows, we therefore only considered the peak flow events in which the daily peak flow exceeded the threshold, which is the estimate of the 90% quantile of MDF records at each gauge. To make these peak flow events more independent, we required the separation between the daily peak flows of two successive hydrographs from the same basin to be at least 10 days. The threshold and the between-event separation are somewhat subjective, but there is no concrete guidance on how to solve this problem. Tan et al. () briefly reviewed this issue and defined their criterion upon it. Our criterion is similar to that used by Tan et al. () , and we will investigate the influence of the threshold choice on the performances of the four methods. We selected and analyzed these storm events automatically using our inhouse R code. While using other criterion to select flood events may partially vary the event sets to be analyzed, it is beyond the scope of this study to investigate this effect.
Fuller's method
Fuller's () method generally uses the following equation to estimate IPF from its associated maximum MDF:
where Q IPF is the instantaneous peak flow in m 3 /s, Q MDFmax (m 3 /s) is the maximum of the MDF series of a storm event, a and b are regional dependent coefficients and A is drainage area (km 2 ). In this study, Fuller's method was used as a reference for accuracy comparison, and the values of a and b were determined by regressing the mean peak ratio (Q IPF /Q MDFmax ) of each basin against drainage area (144 data points). The values of a (16.96) and b (À0.63) were then used to predicted the IPFs for the 144 basins in our study area. Considering its relative poorer performance and to limit the length of this document, we only present the overall accuracy comparison between Fuller's method and the other three methods.
Sangal's method
Based on examining 3,946 flood hydrographs and assuming a triangular hydrograph, Sangal () proposed the equation
where Q MDFmax is the maximum of the MDF series of a storm event, Q MDFpre and Q MDFsuc are MDFs of the day preceding and succeeding the day that Q MDFmax is observed.
The term (1 À 2α) is the 'base factor' and it is closely related to the ratio of (Q MDFpre þ Q MDFsuc )/2Q MDFmax . This base factor in practice is important but is unknown and is difficult to determine, therefore, by assuming α ¼ 0, Equation (2) was simplified to
Note that the coefficients are constant. Equation (3) 
where a and b are regression coefficients that can be determined over a region using historical data, indicating a and b are constants for a specific region. They further found the necessity to divide Equation (4) by a correction factor
Interestingly, the correction factor, i.e., the denominator in Equation (5), also contains the ratio (2) and 0.25, respectively. Similarly, we adopted these values and Equation (5) in our study. The values of a and b are not localized because our goal is to test the usefulness of these methods when only MDF series is available and IPF record is absent.
The slope-based method
This section presents the details of the slope-based method we propose. IPF generally occurs a few hours after the beginning of the day that the maximum MDF occurs ( Figure 1 ) and is apparently larger than the associated maximum MDF. The slope-based method extrapolates the straight line that is determined by the points (t, Q MDFpre ) and (t þ 1, Q MDFmax ) by r into the day that the maximum MDF occurs, i.e., it extends the line segment from (t þ 1) to (t þ 1 þ r). The vertical ordinate corresponding to (t þ 1 þ r) is assumed to be the estimated IPF (see Equation (6) below and Figure 1 ).
Note that r is bounded by 0 and 1. We assume that the intersection that is determined by extending the rising and falling limbs of a MDF hydrograph towards the hydrograph peak is the associated IPF ( Figure 1 ). This can be mathematically expressed as
where k r is the rising slope of the discharge hydrograph and is estimated as
and k f is the falling slope and is approximated as
where dt ¼ 1 day in this context. Substituting Equations (7) and (8) into (6) yields Consequently, r is determined and can be substituted into Equation (6) to obtain We used linear regression statistics, mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) to compare the performances of the four methods listed above.
These metrics were calculated based on comparing the predicted IPFs against the observed IPFs for each basin. For linear regression statistics our concern is about whether the slope is close to unity and the intercept is not statistically different from 0. MAE, as a measure of prediction error in the original unit of streamflow, is calculated as
where Q IPFobs (i) and Q IPFpred (i) are the i th observed and predicted IPFs, and n is the number of peak flow events for a basin. MAPE is a relative error measure (has no unit) quantified as
STUDY AREA AND DATA April to July. In order to account for the regional differ- Figure 3 . About 70% of the basins are within the 100 to 10,000 km 2 size range, and 10% are smaller than 100 km 2 .
RESULTS

Characteristics of the peak flow events used
This study involves a total of 3,822 peak flow events. Out of these, 685 events, accounting for 18% of the total, are observed over the period from January 1 to April 15.
Since winter starts in November and snowmelt ends by approximately April 15 for the study region, we assume that these 685 events (of which 485 are in February and March) are snow-related. The IPF hydrographs of these events are generally smoother when compared to the other hydrographs at each gauge. When screening the seasons of peak flow events, we found that snow-related events were more frequent at small basins and rare at large basins (not shown here). The remaining 3,137 events, i.e., 82% of the peak flow events analyzed in this study, are rainfall triggered.
All of the four methods investigated in this study assume that the maximum MDF and the IPF occur on the same day. Analyses show that 3,130 of the 3,822
(82%) IPFs occurred on the same day as the maximum MDF, indicating the assumption is rational. About 15% and 2% of the IPFs occurred on the preceding and succeeding days of the MDF, respectively. Less than 1% of the IPFs occurred two days away from the day that MDF occurred.
Most of the nonconcurrent events have IPFs occurring after 19:00. Figure 4 (a) plots the average peak ratio of each basin (represented by the dots) against its drainage area and suggests three notable features. Firstly, though with large scatter, the average peak ratio tends to decrease as the basin size increased, indicating the hydrographs of smaller basins tend to be spikier. Also, especially for smaller basins, the peak ratios for different storms have a wide spread (error bars in Figure 4 (a) represent one standard deviation), showing the notable at-a-station between-event variability of the IPF-MDF relationship. Furthermore, the peak ratio tends to asymptote to unity for basins larger than 10,000 km 2 and the at-a-station variability of peak ratios become much smaller for basins larger than 500 km 2 . Figure 4(b) shows that about 55% and 90% of events investigated in this study have their peak ratios lying within the intervals of [1.0, 1.25] and [1.0, 2.0], respectively.
Comparison of the observed and predicted IPFs at nine basins
To check the performances of the four methods, we plotted the predicted IPFs using these methods against the observed IPFs for all the 144 basins. We only show the scatterplots of nine basins to limit the length of this document. These basins were selected as representations of basins with different sizes. The performances at all 144 basins will be presented statistically in the next section.
Their application at nine basins in Iowa suggests that the four methods are useful in estimating IPFs from MDFs. and the slope-based method appears to have the smallest scatter around the 1:1 lines for basins larger than 150 km 2 . Figure 5 shows that the performances of the four methods are better for large basins and less effective for small basins (see the first two panels in Figure 5 ). We will elaborate this shortly in the Discussion section.
Comparison of the observed and predicted IPFs at all basins
The basin-by-basin comparison described above shows the apparent usefulness of the four methods to estimate IPFs Figure 4 | Characteristics of the peak flow events studied: (a) peak ratio against basin size and (b) cumulative distribution of peak ratios of the peak flow events used in this study. In the next paragraph. Lastly, we need to determine whether the IPF predictions are biased on average. We rejected the intercepts of the simple linear regression at 138 out of the 144 basins because they were not statistically different from zero at a significance level of 95% (i.e., p ¼ 0.05).
This means there is a zero intercept (i.e., no bias on average) for the simple regression for most of the basins, which is favorable. Therefore, no intercepts were shown in Figure 5 .
It can be observed from Figure 6 that Fuller's method appears to underestimate, Sangal's method tends to overestimate, Fill and Steiner's method shows good performance and the slope-based method appears to marginally outperform Fill and Steiner's method. The first row of Figure 6 illustrates the cumulative distributions of the regression slope of the predicted IPFs against the observed IPFs. (Fill and Steiner's method) in-between. This means that overall both in the absolute and relative senses, Fuller's method has the largest and the slope-based method has the smallest prediction errors for larger basins. The pattern is reversed for basins smaller than 500 km 2 , suggesting that Sangal's method performs best for smaller basins. Due to its overall relative poorer performance, the results of Fuller's method will not be presented in the remaining sections.
Performances for snow-related and rain-related events
Results show that, for snow-related peak flow events, all three methods (Fuller's method not included) tend to estimate IPF well from MDF; while for rain-related events, Sangal's method overestimates and Fill and Steiner's and the slope-based methods perform well. Figure 7 (a1) and 7(a2) show that, for Sangal's method, the distributions of the regression slope for snow-and rain-related events center to the right of unity, indicating overestimation of IPFs. The overestimation problem for snow-related events is acceptable but that for rain-related events is considerable.
This means that the performance of Sangal's method depends on the peak flow generation mechanism. Recall that Sangal's method was developed based on a data set where 50% of the peak flow events occur during the period of snowmelt, this may explain why it performs better for snow-related events used in this study. For Fill and Steiner's and the slope-based methods (Figure 7 (b1, b2, c1, c2)), the distributions of the regression slope for both types of events center at ∼1.0, suggesting these methods perform well with wider applicability. Obviously, regardless of the types of peak flow events, all three methods underestimate IPFs for about 15-20% of the basins (usually those small ones) used in this study.
Changing the threshold values from the 90% to the 95% and to the 99% percentiles of the MDFs at each basin to define peak flow events only reduced the total number of peak flow events from about 3,800 to 3,300 and to 2,400 events, respectively, but did not change the above presented prediction performances. 
DISCUSSION
On the relationship between IPF and MDF These results show that the peak ratio of IPF to MDF generally decreases with an increase in basin size (Figure 4(a) ).
This cross-station trend is consistent with the conclusion drawn in current literature that basin characteristics have a bearing on the IPF-MDF relationship (e.g., Fuller ; This notable at-a-station variability probably originates from the climatic forcings or initial conditions of basins prior to peak flow events. For an example, when eye-screening the peak flow events, we found that both snow-and rainrelated peak flow events can be found for smaller basins (<500 km 2 ) while snow-related peak flow events are rare for larger basins (>3,000 km 2 ). Furthermore, IPFs of similar magnitude but from hydrographs with substantially different shapes can originate from snow-related and rainfall events in the same basin. We also found that even if both originate from rainfall events (events occurring during summer time), two similar IPFs can be extracted from hydrographs with notable shape discrepancy. Blending these peak flow events that have different runoff generation processes at least partially leads to the more variable IPF ratios at smaller basins. This at-a-station variability supports the argument that floods generated from different meteorological inputs normally produce hydrographs of different shapes (Figure 7) and (2)). This leads to reduced but still relatively large estimation errors and the problem of overestimating IPFs for large basins (Figure 6 ). Inspired by Sangal (),
Fill & Steiner's () method and the slope-based method proposed in this study add correction factors that are designed to consider the dynamic hydrograph shapes of each individual peak flow events. Their good performances across vast spatial scales (7 to 220,000 km 2 ), various flood regions and 3,800 peak flow events triggered by different Underestimation is prevalent for basins smaller than 500 km 2 , which can be caused by several factors. One is that the hydrographs of smaller basins tend to be spikier, i.e., smaller basins tend to have higher IPF-MDF ratios (Figure 4(a) ). Another factor is that hydrographs with higher observational frequencies are double-peaked, but this feature is not visible from the hydrograph of MDFs (Figure 9(b) ). A third factor is that the abnormally sharp rising limb of an hourly hydrograph is not reflected in the MDF hydrographs (Figure 9(c) ). For the event represented by the circled dot in Figure 9 (c), the hourly hydrograph has an extremely sharp rising limb, which is six times that of the normal rising speed at this basin. Furthermore, all four methods have a hidden assumption that maximum MDF and IPF occur on the same day, which have 18% chance to be invalid in our study area. This non-concurrence may lead to underestimation of IPFs as exemplified in Figure 9(d) . Each of the last three scenarios produces one bad prediction that noticeably lowers the regression slope.
Accordingly, we flag these basins as overall underestimation. These problems become increasingly insignificant as the basin size increases because flow conditions vary more slowly for larger basins, and, thus, more information about IPFs can be retrieved from MDF records. In summary, the performances of the four methods degrade as the basin size decreases and estimations of IPFs using MDFs for basins larger than 500 km 2 have reasonable accuracy, while the underestimation problem for basins smaller than 500 km 2 deserve further effort. It is interesting to note that, according to Kent's () 
CONCLUSION
This study evaluated Fuller's, Sangal's and Fill and Steiner's methods and proposed a slope-based method to estimate IPF from MDF. The new method explicitly adopts the rising and falling slopes to describe the shape of MDF hydrographs and it is simple and requires only MDF records as its input. All four methods were tested at 144 basins in Iowa with drainage areas ranging from 7 to 220,000 km 2 . The test involved about 3,800 peak flow events that had different flood generation mechanisms (e.g., rainfall or snow-related events). The application of the four methods in Iowa suggests the following.
Accounting for the dynamics of MDF hydrograph shapes, e.g., by using sequence of MDF rather than just the maximum MDF, is an effective approach to estimate IPFs from MDFs and the four methods are useful. Overall, both in the absolute (MAE) and relative (MAPE and regression slope) senses, Fuller's method has the largest and the slope-based method has the smallest estimation errors of IPFs for basins larger than 500 km 2 . Although with large underestimation errors, Sangal's method performs best for basins smaller than 500 km 2 .
Figure 9 | Limitations of estimating IPFs from MDFs: (a) overall underestimation (i.e., regression slope less than 1) for small basins and (b)-(d) overall underestimation due to one bad prediction (circled dots) resulting from incomplete information available from MDF records.
Fuller's method appears to underestimate, Sangal's method tends to overestimate, Fill and Steiner's method shows good performance and the slope-based method appears to marginally outperform Fill and Steiner's method. For the slope-based method, about 75% of the basins have ±10% prediction error in IPFs (i.e., regression slopes between 0.90 and 1.10) and about 85% of the basins have ±20% prediction error in IPFs (i.e., regression slopes between 0.80 and 1.20).
The performances of the four methods degrade as the basin size decreases. Fill and Steiner's and the slope-based methods work well for basins larger than 500 km 2 , work poorly for basins smaller than 100 km 2 , and work fairly well for basins with sizes in between; the underestimation problem for basins smaller than 500 km 2 deserves further effort. These two methods generally work well for peak flow events generated from different climatic forcings.
Although we recommend further tests if it is feasible, Fill and Steiner's method and the slope-based method are promising tools to use to estimate IPFs from MDFs and further to assist with flood risk management and hydraulic structure design for areas where IPF records are unavailable or insufficient.
